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Peak: Simple to install and easy to use.
A safe and effective deterrent from vandalism or 
theft. The “Peak” unit is designed to fit over the 
latch of a fire protection cabinet. Simply pulling 
down on the Peak Unit exposes the standard door 
latch. Constructed of high quality moulded plastic 
that will not rust or corrode.
Available in white with red lettering.

CMS-O1: Monitor switch with mounting bracket.
Designed to sound an alarm or signal a panel in the 
event the cabinet door is opened. Constructed of 18 
gauge metal with a Nickel Chrome plating for added 
corrosion resistance. Electrical monitor switches 
can be installed on all National Fire Equipment’s 
Cabinets.
(Alarm, Alarm Panel and Electrical Wiring Not Included)

CYL-87100: Our standard cylinder lock can be 
provided on all NFE’s fire protection cabinets. 
Recommended for installation at the factory but is 
also available for site installation.

(It is not recommended to lock fire protection cabinets 
without the means of emergency access)

BGL-87127: Break Glass Lock Assembly can be 
provided on all NFE’s fire protection cabinets. 
Provided with 2mm break glass on full metal doors 
or with 3/16" (5mm) scored glass on full glass fronts. 
Emergency access is gained by shattering the glass 
and pulling the inside lever. Recommended for 
installation at the factory but is also available for 
site installation.
Comes complete with instruction decals.

Important Note: 
Check with local authorities prior to installing any locking device on fire protection cabinets.

THEFT & VANDALISM PROTECTION

CCC-OO1: Similar to the Peak Unit, the CCC-001 
fits over a standard cabinet latch. Breaking the 
special break glass with the provided hammer, 
exposes the cabinet door latch. Constructed of cast 
aluminum with a red enamel finish.
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